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Law-yers Scrutinize Attica
Investigation of Mistreatment Charges
ATTICA, N.Y. (UPI)- Eight as a whole. In addition, three
lawyers from civil rights groups separate state inveE;ltigations are
·
visited Attica State Prison Sunday unde~ay.
Robert E. Fischer, deputy state
to investigate charges that inmates
were beaten and otherwise attorney general for organized
mistreated following the bloody crime who is known as ''super
assault that broke the five-day cop" for his role as Gov. Nelson
.A. Rockefeller'& troubleshooter in
uprising which claimed 40 lives.
Inmates have told members of past investigations, is looking into
several investigating panels that criminal violations and a
they were beaten when forced to spokesm~n naid his group would
run a gauntlet of state troopers have no comment · during the
and prison guards as authorities weekend.
'Truth Seekers
herded convicts back into their
In New York, five state judges
cells following the controversial
met Saturday and adjourned until
attack last Monday.
The eight lawyers represented Tuesday in their search for
state and national civil liberties :members of a citizens' ''Truth
organizations and black lawyers' seeking" commission.
Meanwhile, members of
groups.
another citizens'' panel- this one
Blackout
A congressional committee formed to protect prisoners'
ended its on-site investigation rights- visited Attica for the
Saturday but said it would hold second time Sunday,
Three members of the panel
further hearings in Washington as
part of its inquiry into the Attic~ told newsmen officials reported
uprising and the nation's pri!':ono; h'ansferring 610 inmates to other

Superstar

state correctional institutions
since the rebellion, reducing
Attica's inmat~ population to
1640. Two cell blocks were
destroyed in the five·day rampage,
causing heav;v overcrowding when
the disturbance was put down .
The three, who later visited
inmates in area hospitals, also said
officials assured them inmates
would be told of their
constitutional rights before being
questioned about the insurrection.
Rights would be outlined verbally
and "miranda warnings" would be
l>osted throughout the prison,
they said.
Saturday, the group had
proposed sending an independent
team of doctors into the prison to
check inmates who claimed they
had been injured in the
disturbance. They also
recommended independent
monitors be assigned inside the
prison to observe activities.

"Jesus Christ, Superstar" drew
over 10,000 to University Arena
Saturday night. The original rock
opera by Andrew Lloyd Webber
and Tim Rice follows the life of
Jesus (above) from Bethany to the
Crucifixion, The National Touring
Company, under auspices of the
original composer and producers,
contained over 50 musicians and
singers. (See p.5 review).

Drop Outs Are 'Shoppers'
UNM 'Market' Can't Pleaee
By SAM DuBOIS
Why do roughly 70 per cent of
UNM's students drop out? Not for
academic reasons, says Dean
William H. Huber of the
University College.
"95·98 per cent of those
students admitted are capable of
doing Cor better work/' said the
head of the college that
administers 50 per cent of UNM's
total enroiJment.
Many. he said, simply find that
UNM js not the place for them.
"It's like a supermarket," said
Huber. "If you go in looking for a
pair of shoes, and they don't sell
shoes, you should leave.''
In fact, Huber congratulated
those who make such a decision.
Many students, he said, drilt
endlessly by avoiding any negative
feedback. "If aU you get is As, Bs,
or CRs, you're never forced to
decide anything."
*Invisible'
Huber talked about "The
Invisible Student" and "The
Dropout," two University College
studies of the situation. These
revealed that students are often
motivated "externally,u not by
what they wanty but by what they
are '"supposed" to want.
"For example," he said, "in
1957- the yeat of Sputnik, when
all the accusations arose that
America wasn't training enough

engineers- the proportion of
UNM students enrolled in the
School of Engineering jumped
from 12 per cent to 35 per cent.
''However,
this
disproportionate amount
decreased during the next several
years, and leveled off again
around 12 per cent, where it is
now."
Huber stressed that, while the
University has many programs to
meet its students' needs, "no
university can be all things to all
people - it can't even be all things
to one person."
Changes
Because of the "heterogeneity"
of umass higher educ:ationt''
where society dictates that being
..college material" is a measure of
human worth, he said, the nature
of the Univ(!rsity has changed.
College is expected to take up
the slack for society and dam the
tlood of youth into the labor
market. One example of this is the
entire California junior college
system, he said.
Another example of enforced
time .. wasting is found in the
embalming profession, he said,
where. Mllege - level liberal arts
training is required for
certification.
"The quc:;tion is," said Huber;
''just how much Western Civ one
needs to embalm a body
properly?"

Rallyers ProtestAtticaDeaths
A rally., organized by the
Campus Organizing Committee;
protesting the deaths at Attica
State Penitentiary and the penal
system itt New Mexico, will be
held today at noon con the Mall.
The Committee distributed a
statement at a press confe~ence
Friday at the Union.
"We have total symphathy and
admiration for the rebels of
Attica, who rejected the yoke of
individualism to band together
regardless of consequence. 'l'hese
men fought attd died for human
dignity in the most universal
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sense,'' the stJ.ttement said.
"The oppression that spal:'ks
such uprisings arid the murder
that follows lie everywhere itt our
society, and cannot go
unchallenged. We have organized
ourselves to expose and agitate
against this dehumanization in our
own community."
The Campus Organizing
Committee plarts to extend
in;;itations to Gov. Bruce Kirtg,
the chairman of the New Mexico
State Corrections Board, and the
warden ot the New Mexico State
Penitentiary, to ~".F4' ak at the rally.

Square Dance

Members of the campus organization, Wagon Wheel Square Dance
Club, entertained students on the Mall Thursday with an hour of
square dam~e routines. The music, with the usual '*cowboy" caller,
blared loudly over the Mall, calling attention to the 16 dancers
pictured above. The Club was seeking new members, and by live
advertisement, hoped to interest some of the crowd watching the
performance.

False Reports Prompted Police Invasion
Stories of Weapons on Campus Cited by Vigil
New Mexico State Police Chief
Martin Vigil testified in court
Friday that his decision to invade
the UNM campus during the 1910
strike w~s based on false
information from State Police
agents on campus.
*'We had reliable information,''
he said, "that students had been
seen taking arms and ammunition
into the University and that there
were attempts to obtain a
sub·machine gun.''
Othet reports, he said, told of
86 bicycle racks dismantled by
students to be used as weapons
against the police.
·
The 40·pound racks were to be
dropped on police from the roofs
of building on campus, according
to the r(:!ports.
At this point, Thayer asked
Vigil, ~<Did anyone ever tell you
that this story about the 86 bike
racks was a total fabrication that thses bike racks never even
existed?"
Jane Fonda
• Vigitalso said ...n primary reason
for calling out the National Guard
was the presence of actress Jane
Fonda on campus.
"A very famous movie actress
urg(:d students to take over the
University," he said.

Thayer also questioned Col.
Taylor, testifying in turn, said
Robert Moser of Albuquerque, most of the students cooperated
Maj. Gen. John Jolly and Lt. Col. with officer$ and retreated from
Thomas Taylor.
the advancing line of guardsmen
Moser told the court he never who were sweeping the Mall with
saw anyone resisting the state fixed bayonets.
police officers clearing the Union,
The men, he said, had been
never saw any students with ·trained in riot control artd were
weapcms, and never saw any instructed to use minimum force.
student attack a state policeman
Going Beyond
or National Guardsman.
To this Thayer asked ccDid you
Jolly, under questioning from
Thayer) said the National authorize your men to go beyond
Guardsmen made their swMp the use of mirtimum force if
across the Mall without having minimum force failed? Did you
read any order directing people to authorize them to hit with the
disperse. The .reading of such an butt of their rifles or use
order is standard procedure 1 he bayonets?''
said.
"l know what you are trying to
Reasonable Force
get me to say," said Taylor, "but I
When Thater tried to get Jolly am not going to say it.''
to agrl>e that an unresisting person
Defendants in the $650,000
who refused to mO'IJe when asked
to was attacked with a bayonet, civil rights damage suit are Maj.
Gett. John Jolly, state adjutant
Jdlly replied:
"We've trained ()Ur people n()t general of the New Mexico
to use deadly force, not to kill or National Guard, Brig. Gen. Dort L.
Doane, Lt. Col. Thomas Taylor,
seriously injure anyone,
ccwe train our people to move Capt. Felix Tortes Jt. and Lt.
people by using a reasonable Bobbie W. Polson.
force. You keep putting this out
Plaintiffs nre John G.
of context,
Dressrnart, Garry E. Klein, William
"It's the way you use the force, M. Swartwood, Steven C.
Mr. Thayer, that makes it legal m Sullivan, Stepehrt M. Part and
illegal."
Forrest S. Rutherford.

·Mode~nlnstitute Features Saigon Police Crackdown on Riots
LearnlngA t ..Your . . own . pa.ce
. Raid Student Dorms for Mili~ants

The Source
By Carolyn Babb

"Oh, very well-let him in!"

bema_ _ _ _ __
Attica Displays Military Attitude
By ROGER Y. ANDERSON
The first reports from Attica
Prison after the police raid
described the brutal killings of 9
hostages by the inmates. For
many, this appeared to be a logical
and acceptable story because
slitting the throat of a prison
guard was in keeping with the
stereotype of a desperate black
convict. The significance of the
event, as played up in the press,
was not much morf> than the
predictable behavior of hostile
men.
Now that it has turned out that
the guards died in a hail of bullets
from the guns of their police
counterparts on the outside, what
interpretation should be placed on
the incident? Why would the state
use such massive overkill? The
explanation, I think, lies in several
unfortunate and recent trends in
"civilized" behavior,
Individual Role
~For one thing, the role of the
individual policeman has changed.
During the Albuquerque "riots,"
for example about six or eight
kids who had been sitting in Yale
Park suddenly dashed across the
street and proceeded to break out
the windows of Butterfield
Jewelers, entered the store, and
then distributed some- of the
baubles collected to the crowd in
an atmosphere of frivolous
spontaneity. Individual police
were standing lp~s than 50 yards
away and another group of about
40·50 police in riot gear was in
ranks in the Johnson Gym parking
lot watching the whole event. One
began to realize at that point that
police are programmed to operate
in military style and have no
individual judgement in unusual
circumstances. Without specific
order, no one could do anything.
In the Attica raid the police were
no doubt also acting as
automatons and had no specific
orders to distinguish between
inmates and hostagea.
"Safe" Warfare
Along with this trend toward
inflexibility is the equally serious
military trend toward "safe"
warfare and . resultant high kill
ratios. The police system, as it
becomes more and more like the
military, seems also to have
adopted the principle of
maximum enemy casualties and
minimum personal injury through
technology. The development of
military hardware since World War
I has been toward remote killing
techniques, generally directed
against civilians. Civilian kill ratios
hAve risen from less than 20 per
C~"l to over 95 per cent (Korea
and Vietnam) during this period.
In Vietnam, for example, such a
high value is placed upon the life
Page2

of an Amencan partiCipant
(perhaps owing to political
pressures here) that almost all
killings has become remote and it
takes a good example of
personally applied overkill such as
My Lai to attract attent.iou.
Overkill
At Attica, the same military
attitude towards overkill seems to
have prevailed as at My Lai, with
the "machine" so determined not
to suffer even a single injury, that
massive firepower was directed
against relatively unarmed
civilians. It is worrisome that our
own civilians (in this case black)
can be the object of the same
attitudes and tactics.
Finally, the incident illustrates
the trend toward maintenance of
order by massive show of force. A
good example of the same trend
occurred recently when 50 police
in riot gear surrounded a
defenseless and empty Yale Park
and stationed additional officers
with shotguns on top of the water
reservoir. What better way to
intimidate and remind civilians of
the omnipotence of the state. In
the 30's, the German air force was
ordered to continually fly low

Dope Study
I feel compelled at this time to
write something concerning the
article on marijuana and its effects
on rats printed in your Sept. 16
issue.
What really hit me was the
apparent twist given the story on
"possible" effect on human
beings. First, bizzare behavior in
rats, whatever that means, can
prove absolutely nothing , in
human terms. Dr. Rosenkrantz
makes it clear that the rats were
given doses some 30 to 50 times
stronger tha11 the average smoker
would consume. I suppose 30-50
times the normal dose of anything
would cause some "bizzare
behavior." Get wasted on 25
pounds of eabbabe or Alka<Seltzcr
or how about 100 aspirin for· a
headache.
'rhis so-called research seems to
be nothing more than what Nixon
wants, an unfavorable report on
marijuana, no matter what the
.truth may be.
Dig- try smoking 50 joints of
Panama Red every day for years if you can stay awake after the
first two that is. That's two joints
an hour for years. What sort of
trip is it, that Rosenkrantz,
Nixon, etc. are trying to pull on
the people?. The whole
experiment is pure bullshit, as

over civilian areas for the purpose
of impressing the population with
the power of the military.
Discouraging
An Attica uprising, from the
point of view of the state, can be
a perfect opportunity to use that
measure of force that will
discourage other insurrections in
the future. At Attica, this decision
was made at the highest levels of
government. The decision makers,
in true military mentality,
determined that the lives of the
guards were of less consequence
than the need for a show of
strength. In this case, however,
the decision may have backfired
because of public reaction to the
overkill, making it harder to
repeat the performance,
These trends toward military
attitudes by police and
government leaders appears to be
something basic and irreversible,
perhaps a logical and necessary
result of the. technological super
state. Now that this same system
is entering a period of difficult
times, the increased use of such
methods may be needed to hold it
all together and one wonders what
surprises and excesses lie ahead.

anyone who's ever smoked dope
once will attest to. After all this, I
think I'm going to get stoned and
dig on the New Riders for a while.
Tom Lynch

Headline Play
(Editor's Note! The banner
headline in the Sept. 15 Lobo
fully emphasized the correct
information on the deaths of the
prison guards. It read: Attica
Hostages Shot, Not Knifed Says
Doctor.)
We have learned to expect
"slanted" headlines in the regular
press, but in a university student
newspaper which presumably has
control over the composition of
its headlines better performance is
expected. Consequently it was
surprising to read the front·page
headline of The Lobo for
Tuesday, Sept. 14: Attica Inmates
Kill Nine Hostages. A more honest
and equally eye-catching headline
might have read: Police Kill 28
Inmates. Indeed, in the light of
the recent revelations that
apparently no hostages were killed
by inmates, the all·too·hasty
editorial judgement of The Lobo
is remarkable. An even better
headline might have read: Cops
Murder 40 Men.
Jonathan Porter

Q. Why doesn't the campus post office sell stamps? It
would be much more convenient for many students than
having to run to the nearest off-campus post office. S.M.
A. Not really, because the nearest off-campu~; post office is
located on the first block south of Central on Cornell (near
Yale Park) which is closer to the dorms than the campus post
pffice. It even has a scale and stamp - vending machines open
24 hours a day. William Bierbaum, director of auxiliaries, said
it was felt there was no real need for a post office on campus
(with the expense of auditing, bookkeeping, etc.) when there
is a Station ';A" post office so close to campus.
Q. Why are cars bearing student stickers not all:owed to
drive i."lto faculty - staff areas to unload or load passengers?
(Policemen llt Yale and Redondo currently prevent student
cars from entering the lots at certain hours.) B.R.
A. Capt. Ralph Holst of the campus police said the men
are just following orders (which the police don't make). If a
student feels he has a "reasonable explanation" for entering a
Faculty. Staff lot (to drop someone, or something off, etc.)
he should stop and ask the policeman who's directing traffic.
Q. What precincts vote where around the UNM area? B.A.
A. Precincts vote at different places depending upon the
type of election. A list of polling places (usually schools near
by) is published in the newspapers before each election and
anyone who misses that should call the City Elections Clerk
at 842-7420 or come to the fifth floor, room 503, for that
information.
If you aren't sure which precinct you're registered in, call
the county clerk's office at 243-4526 and ask for the voter
registration department (their records are more accurate than
the city's).
Q. Why are students ignoring the regulations regarding
smoking in classrooms, no pets in the buildings or without
leashes, and bicycle parking? I have seen a bicycle chained to
the doors of the Computing Center preventing entrance to
both doors, a female anthro-type student blatantly smoking
away in class, etc. Are these regulations being enforced? How and with what penalties? (Has anyone ever been
convicted of smoking in class?) S.J. & H.R.
A. Capt. Ralph Holst of the UNM police said that the
police have not gotten into the situation of interfering in
classrooms to enforce smoking rules. Richard Law-rence, dean
of the college of education, said the University President
sends out notices twice a year calling the attention of the
faculty to the no smoking rule, but that enforcement is up to
the individual faculty member. Lawrence said he couldn't
recall anyone ever having been "convicted" for smoking in
class.
As for pets in buildings, Holst said animals are not
authorized in buildings on campus due to health regulations,
and the police now have an animal control man who takes
such wandering animals to the Albuquerque Animal Control
Center.
The police have not ticketed bicycles to date, but Holst
said the situation might reach the point where they'd have to.
Bicycles chained to signs, doors, blocking pedestrian traffic
and hallways, are left alone for the most part, he said. If a
complaint is received, or if a bicycle repeatedly causes a
problem, the police will put their own chain and lock on the
bicycle along with a note telling the owner to come to the
campus police station. There the offender is cautioned about
his crime, be it blocking doorways, or fire lanes, and sent on
his way.
Joe McKinney, campus planner, said he is concerned with
keeping bicycles away from small trees (which are injured by
the chains) and out of pedestrian traffic patterns. His remedy
comes in the form of a hoop bicycle rack (now in use in someareas of the campus). The problem is getting the money to
buy them.
Q. Is it legal to carry animals on motorcycles? If it is, are
they supposed to be on a leash or something? c.· J.
A. Officer L. Molina, Albuquerque Police Community
Relations, said Section 71.41 of the Traffic Code, a
"catch-all" section would apply, "Anything that interferes
with the safe operation of a vehicle," although it is not really
enforced unless an accident occurs. The city's animal control
ordinance requires dogs to be restrained, tied or chained, on
the premises or kept on a leash, which would apply to
animals in a vehicle, also.
Q. My house was broken into a few weeks ago, but I
didn't report it to the police because I couldn't find anything
missing. Well, 1 got my phone bill the other day and
discovered that the person who broke in made a lot of long
distance phone calls (dialing direct). I explained this to the
phone company, and they said "tough lucltt that I'd still
have to pay the bills. What can I do? J. M.
A. Officer Leroy Boykin of the Albuquerque Police
Department said your best bet would be to go ahead and
report the break-in, and then take a copy of the report (it
will cost you $1 a page) to the phone company. Good luck.
(All questions should be directed to The Source cfo The
Lobo, P.O. Box 20 University of New Mexico, 87106 or
dropped in The Lobo suggestion box, located inside the east
door . of the Union. Please include your name, address and
telephone number, although only initials will be used in the
colunm. Questions will not be answered by mail).
NEW MEXIC.O LOBO

Southwestern Indian Polytechnic
By DAVE BRANDS
Eyes were popping- some of
the kids just couldn't believe how
modern our buildings are and how
good the equipment looks," said
Val Cordova, community relations
officer for the Southwestern
Indian Polytechnic Institute
(SIPI).
He was referring to students
who had just arrived to enro1l in
classes beginning Monday. The
Institute stands on what used to
be Albuquerque Indian School's
dairy farm- a lush tract in the
North Valley between Coors road
and the Rio Grande river. About
700 Indians, including Aleuts
from Alaska, will be attending,
.Cordova said.
Cordova, a Taos Indian, said
SIPI was first conceived in 1959.
Once Closed
"At that time the Institute of
American Indian Arts was closed
which the Pueblo Indians strongly
objected to," said Cordova. Since
then the Pueblos pushed for a new
institute, which ulti=tcly
became the top priority of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Another major proponent, said
Cordova, was Senator Clinton P.
Anderson (D-NM).
After 10 years of planning and
appropriating, construction began
in late 1969.
"Eligibility for entering SIP!
requires one·fourth Indian blood
and 16 to 26 years of age.
Legitimate drop-outs (explained
as those out of high school more
than one year) are also included,"
said Cordova.
No Grades
The Institute will not use the
"A~F" grading system it · is
replaced by a progressive, relaxed
work • at- one's • own • pace
format. Classes will continue
year· round with a maximum of
20 months schooling. Four
two-week breaks are also
scheduled throughout the year.
The 164·acre campus presently
includes supportive and business
education complexes, a printing
plant, an administration building,
a cafeteria, a physical education
complex and a nearly completed
student health center.
Housing
Among other structures at SIPI
'1

"'

Tutor
The UNM tutoring project
needs graduate and undergraduate
students to tutor elementary,
junior high, high school and UNM
students. If you are interested,
call or see Eva Rosenblatt at the
Tutoring Project office, room 251
in the Union, phone number
277·4816. Office hours are 11:30
to 2:30.

are two dormitories housing 250
each. Cordova said some students
will have to live off-campus until
Phase n of the projected $20
million campus is complete.
Phase II tentatively includes
two more dormitories, automotive
and machine trades complexes
and a swimming pool, Cordova
said. However-, appropriations for
this phase, he said, are still
pending before Congress. If the
go-ahead is given he expec·ts
construction to begin in two
years.

SAIGON (UPI)- South
Vietnamese police staged the
biggest crackdown of the year on
dissident political elements
Sunday, rounding up 400
demonstrators, including 45
South Vietnamese soldiers, in. a
series of overnight raids.
The dragnet, announced by the
Interior Ministry, followed
anti·American
and
antigovernment demonstrations
and street rioting Saturday.
Heavily • armed police burst
into a university dormitory
complex in Saigon early Sunday
and roused students from their
beds for questioning ~bout the
demonstrations.
The dormitory complex in
Saigon's Chinatown section was
the command post for militant
students from Buddhist Van Hanh
and Saigon Universities.
·
Tear Gas
The demonstratjons were
broken up by police firing tear gas
and small arms volleys into the
ranks of prates tors. The
demonstrators hurled molotov
cocktails and rocks.
~veral persons were injured
and a half-dozen military vehicles
were burned in running street
battles Saturday with students
demonstrating against President
Nguyen Van Thieu's one-man
campaign for re-lection Oct. 3.
Thieu scheduled an address
over the state - controlled radio
and television Monday night
to discuss his hopes for peace in

Police said they were
South Vietnam. lt is the second of
three speeches he pl;mned urging investigating the explosion of a
support for his "democracy" 17·pound plllstic charge on the
second floor of a hotel about one
slate.
DJ;opouts
mile from the student residence
Thieu became the only compound in the city's
candidate when Vice President Chinatown sector. Five civilians
Nguyen Cao Ky and Gen. Duong were wounded .in the blast which
Van (Bjg) Minh dropped 011t of damaged three rooms of the hotel.
the race and accused Thieu of
rigging the election. Thieu said in
his first nationwide address that
Veterans
he would step down if he polled
Sen,
Fred
Harris (D·Okla.) will
less .than 50 per cent of the vote.
meet
with
veterans
at 9:15 a.m.
Saigon was calm during the
daylight hours Sunday following · Sept. 22 ill the reception room of
the predawn roundup of students the Veterans Administration
and others involved in the Hospital. Harris will discuss all
problems of recent veterans. For
demonstrations.
Shortly after dark Sunday, further information, call
however, a jeep belonging to a 299-4693 or 297-7847.
U.S, civilian contracting firm was
Latin Studies
Urebombed on a busy city street.
There will be a meeting of all
No one was injured in the fire,
undi!rgraduate and graduate
spokesmen said.
students majoring in Latin
'Detained'
The Interior Ministry said that American Studies in Room 231-E
as a result of Saturday's of the Union Sept, 22 at 12:30
demonstrations, worst in the p.m. The purpose of the meeting
month of political unrest, 380 is to get acquainted, elect
persons were detained and representatives to University
committees and plan extra
questioned by police.
Plastic explosives hidden in curricular activities.
soap boxes, 30 molotov cocktails
Chicanos
and a small quantity of munitic•ns
were seized, police said.
The local chapter of the
45 soldiers had been turned National Chicano Health
over to their commands and 232 Organization will meet Sept. 21 at
students released. The remaining 7:30p.m. at 1815 Roma N.E. All
103, including nine girls, were still Chicanos interested in. health care
in custody because of improper deliveey in their communities are
residence cards.
urged to attend.

100 years ago, people didn't know much
about the mentally r~tarded.
So they shut them away.
But with what we now know,
85% of them could help support themselves
with proper training.

Sowhydon'twe let them?
There's only one right answer:
Ignorance. Plain, old-fashioned ignorance.
Ignorance about just what a mentally retarded
person is.
Ignorance which says the retarded is someone to
be locked away. To be ashamed of. To be ignored.
That's what he's not.
What he is, is one of the 5 ~million mentally retarded people in the United States. (126,000 more
are born each year who will become retarded.. )
He is a person whose mind-through no fault of
his own-stopped growing long before it should
have.
He is a person who can be helped.
He is a person who might have been born completely normal if we had only acted a little faster.
Because with what we now know and with a little
help, we could cut mental retardation in half.

Here are six things you can do now to help prevent mentalretardation and bring newhope to
the5V2million peoplewhosemindsareretarded:
1. If yo~ expect a baby, stay under a doctor's or a hospital's care. Urge all expectant mothers to do so.
2. Visit local schools and urge them to provide special
teachers and special classes to identify and help mentally retarded children early in their lives.
3. Urge your community to set up workshops to train
retardates who are capable of employment.
4. Select jobs in your company that the mentally retarded can fill, and liire them.
5. Accept the mentally retarded as American citizens.
Give them a chance to live useful, dignified lives in your
community.
6. Write for the free booklet to the President's.
Committee on Mental Retardation, Washing-. . .
ton, D.C.

1 A.M.· 2 P.M. 5 P.M.· 9 P.M
Closet! Sundays
9129-4TH N.W.

•
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Military Ends R&R to Hong KongSevereHouSin~Shortages
con front MarrL"ed students

Anti-drug Campaign Underway
SAIGON (UPI)- The U.S.
Command announced Sunday it
was ending its ;·est and
recupl'Iatotion (R&R) flight,s for
American servicemen from South
Vietnam to Hong Kong. Military
sources linked the move with the
anti-drug campaign here.
Command spokesmen said the
final R&R flight to Hong Kong
would be Sept. 30 and leaves
would end Oct. 6. Officials said
that, any GI booked fm· a Hong
Kong R&R after Sept. 30 would
be sent instead to Taipei.
According to U.S. spokesmen,
termination of the Hong Kong
R&R program is part of the
phased withdrawal of American
servicemen from Vietnam. They
said !;hat previously Tokyo,
Singapore, Manila, Penang and
Kuala Lumpur had been dropped
as R&R sites.
Drug ODs
Military sources noted,
however, that there had been five
cases of drug overdose deaths of
American servicemen in dong
Kong this year. Drugs are readily

available in the British Crown
Colony and records indicate that
there are about 200,000 heroin
addicts in Hong Kong,
American authorities earlier
this year assured Hong Kong
officials that the R&R program
would be !!Ontinued until the end
of 1971 and possibly run into
1972. The p~ogram began in
mid·1965 with the massive U.S.
troop buildup in Vietnam.
Under the R&R systems, GI&
are flown to holiday sites free of
charge aboard U.S. military
aircraft or government · chartered
jets,
Lost Trade
(In Hong Kong, U:S.
Information Service (USIS)
spokesmen said at least 240,000
American servicemen had visited
the · colony under the R&R
program. 'l'he spokesmen said
figures indicated that each GI
spends $600 to $800 during his
seven-day leave and that R&R
visits had produced about $170
million for Hong Kong business.)
In a statement, the command

Own Expense
"However," the statement
added, "travel to Hong Kong on
this bas is will be at the
individual's own expense."
Still in existence as R&R
centers are T!lipei, Bangkok,
Sydney and Honolulu, "As more
troops leave the theater,
consideration will be given to
reduch1g further the number of
sites," a command spokesman
said.
"Bangkok, because of its
proximity and the existence of
U.S. military facillties, is the' most
economical site. The presence of
U.S. facilities in Taipei to support
tl'oops on R&R swung the balance
to its favor over Hong Kong."
U.S. NaVY ships will continue
to use Hong Kong as a port of
call, the command said.
said that the end of R&R tl'ips to

..
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Snack Bar Completin-g Expansion
sandwich sales.
"We had to stop selling
sandwiches because of theft," he
said. "But since a security guard is
stationed in the Union sandwich
sales will resume.'
Curtis said that widening the
north snack bar door. extendirll!
the east wall, and adding a third
cash register will accommodate
three or four lines of customers.
"The numer of cashiers on duty
;v'ill be determined on a uet:d
basis. All three will probably work
during class breaks and lunch,"
CurLis said.
To help stop crowding, the east

Bhudda's

Over 30
Dlfferent
Sandwiches
Mon·Sat
11 n.m.·-3 a.m.
Sun
11 a,m,-1 a.m.
1600 Central SE ·
842·6736

Sandwich Shop

turnstile will be eliminated so that
students enter from one direction.

Media Week
Persons interested in helping
with "The Experiment in Media"
week contact Tom Hogg at
2'1'/·4'/Uti.

Regional Advisory Committee
Harold B. Finger, assistant
secretary of the U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban
Development, will discuss
"Science and Technology:
Methods for Urban Problem
Solving" Sept. 24. He will speak
at a meeting of the Regional
Advisory Commit,tee to the UNM
Program for Advanced Study in
Public Science Policy and
Administration. The meeting will
be at 10 a.m. at the Four Hills
Cou~try Club.

Married Housing

looking for on·campus housing,
you might have a place to live
beginning Spring semester of
1973.
The Director of Services and
A uxiliarics, William Bierbaum,
oaid, "We have a waiting list three
semesters long for on·campus
housing for married students.
Special consideration is given to
grad students and couples with
children," he said.
"We have 20 units on the
corner of Yale and Lomas
consisting of one fairly large
bedroom, an efficiency • type
kitchen, furnished, air·
conditioned, and paid utilities."
Turnover
"Our apartment turnover
averages about 8·10 units per
year,'' he said, "UNM is the
largest factor affecting the
housing shortage in Albuquerque
because we have the largest influx
of people looking for places to
live," he said.
The office of services and
auxiliaries acts as a central
clearing house for students,
married or single, looking for

places to Jive. The office works in
conjunction with the
Albuquerque Board of Realtors in
ac1 uiring housing (or students
off-campus,
Available
"As of this time we have six
house rentals, 35 room renLals,
and 15 apartment rentals, mostly
to share with other people,'' he
said.
"The agencies who list rentals
with us cannot, by law,
discriminate against nnybody
because of race, color, or creed. If
we find discrimination exists, we
cancel our listings with them,"
Bierbaum said.
For future residents, plans for
redecorating the 20 on•campus
units are in the works, and the
rent per unit will be $95 per
month, starting in February.
Bierbaum said, "There are no
plans at this time for building
more on-campus units. However,
if more were to be built, they
would undoubtedly be situated
either on the north or south
campuses, in consideration of the
current construction plans for the
central campus."

~ Calling U ~
La Societe du Cinema: Union
Theater; 3:30, 7:30 and 9:30p.m.
Panbellenic Council; Union, room
230; 3:30·5:30 p.m.
Students of ObJectivism; Union,
250·C; 5-10 p.m.
Town Club, Union, room 230; 7·9
p.m.
Town Club; Union, room 253;
7·9:30p.m.
Branch and Dixon Law Firm; Union,
room 231·AB; 7:30·10 p.m.
SIMS; Union, room 231-E; 8·10
p.m.

THUNDERBIRD
Art & Literary Magazine
Needs Art, Poetry, &Fiction
by Sept. 22
for our first issue.
Contributions should be turned in at
Room 205, Journalism
(also, those applying for staff editors
may fill out forms)

Units such as this are among 20
supplied by UNM for married
students. demand i!; so high that
there is a waiting list until the
spring of 1973. The apartments
are located on the corner of Yale
and Lomas N.E.

By RANDY SITTON
If you are a married student

The U.N.M.
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Forum Series

Liller bug Utter bug

Have you

no eyes?
You're strangling our streets!
b try to be wise.

Litter bug Litter bug
Have you no hands?
Our parl:s are d'sgraceful!
Think. Understand.

Litter bug

Litter bug
Have you no pride 1

Our highways are ravaged!
Oon't throw things outside.

Litter bug

Litter bug
Have vou no heart?
This land's getting ugly!
Let's change things-

Let's start.

~tiENRY
eiBSON

The UNM Department of
Economics and the New Mexico
Council on Economic Education
will sponsor a series of forums on
President Nixon's wage· price
freeze. The first will be Sept. 21
at 7:30 p.m. in the .Kiva and is
open to the public.

New Mexico Lobo
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Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
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Mourned as Yet Another'' Youth Revo/ufi,on' Stolen by Establishment

Hong Kong "in no way affects
individuals who desire to visit
Hong Kong on authorized lenve
since the Crown Colony will
remain an authodzed leave site.

Quicker Service, Less Crowding

Expansion of the Union snack
bar will soon be finished to
provide quicker service and less
crowding for 5000 students who
daily pass through its lines.
Vern Curtis, Union director,
said the snack bar enlargement is
already under way and should be
completed soon to include a new
express line.
"The express line will be for
items like coffee and sandwiches,
while the short order line will be
for foods that require
preparation," Curtis said.
Curtis noted that expansion
includes the resumption of

•It Was . Without a Question. a Superstar•

It wasn't the Second Coming New Mexico just a couple of years
(or the First), but it is, without ago, today 10,000 New Mexicans
question, a Superstar,
give them a standing ovation. If
When Broadway gets hold of they were weirdo commie hippie
the "Jesus Christ, Superstar" that freaks a few years ago, now seemed to satisfy most of the well, anybody can see these are
more than 10,000 who braved polished, professional actors from
lousy weather to see its last road New York and that's just the way
performance in University Arena normal New York • type actors
Saturday night, and wraps it up in look these days,
·
scenery, . costumes, and the
But all this isn't necessarily a
promised cast of 40 singers and bad thing. If "Jesus Christ,
32-piece orchestra with rock Superstar" and all that it
band, it's going to be a killer that incorporates has been
will probably have a run measured institutionalized, it can be
in years rather than performances. mourned as yet another phase of
Folks from Sioux City will write tlte "youth revolution" stolen
for tickets the December before from the Establishment, or it can
their long-awaited summer be viewed as an indicator of just
vacation in New York, just a::; a how far that Establishment has.
bus load came from Gallup to come in directions undreamed of
Albuquerque Saturday.
a few years ago. Andrew Lloyd
It was quite an awesome sight Webber-and Tim Rice had the idea
to look back at the crowd from for "Superstar" years ago but
near the stage at the end of the didn't think people were ready for
performance, as the spotlights it; it wasn't until they released the
played over the standing, tile single in November 1969 and
applauding thousands in the
otherwise still-darkened arena.
Lotsa freaks in the audience,
yeah - and not just the Jesus
variety, I'd wager- but an awful
lot of straights, too. And while I
honestly must admit I left with a
real feeling of exhilaration, later
reflection reveals the most lasting
impression as being the
disillusioning realization that
"Jesus Christ, Superstar" is not so
much rock and religious
scepticism and the whole counter
culture. come to the stage form
but rather the co-opting of these
trappings into established molds.
Just America
Sure, Christ had an ecology flag
with peace symbol sewn on his
pants leg and he had long hair as
did the other male cast members
and a beard like half of them, and
Mary Magdalene obviously wore
no undergarments, and Judas was
black as was Simon Zealotes, and saw that it was more or less
the "rock opera" was somewhat accepted that they could get the
backing to complete the rest of
less than reverent with Christ and
the
piece. If Middle America is
if it doesn't deny outright his
divinity it never even hints at now ready for "Superstar" and
it...• but all that is just America even Radio Vatican airs· the
1971, the same America that album, is it really radical to
made the album a gold record 12 envision a black woman President
times over (at last count) and has or an acid·dropping Pope some
filled large auditoriums across the years in the future?
Duplication Amazing
country for the two official
Accepted for what it was, the
touring companies and will
undoubtedly make a smash "Superstar'' performance
success of the Broadway version. Saturday night was excellent. It
It ain't just freaks laying. out all was amazing how faithfully the
that bread, kids- a Jot of their rock group, and the orchestra
parents are in there, too. While duplicated the original score, and
the cast we saw Saturday especially how much each of the
probably wouldn't have been singers sounded like their album
allowed in many churches five counterparts. I understand now
years ago looking like that, and why Carl Anderson was chosert to
would've had a good chance of be Judas; even though it might
being Easy ltidered in parts o~ seem improper to cast a black as

"~-

9:00 AM-7:00PM

·Prescriptions filled
Sunglasses
Repair Service
Skilled Frame

one of history's most infamous
villains, he sounds so much like
Murray Head and is such an
excellent actor he must have been
an obvious choice . Their Caiaphas
had as deep a bass as Victor Brox,
and Mary Magdalene's "I Don't
Know How To Love Him" nearly
sounded like someone was sending
the album track through the
speakers. Producer Robert
Stigwood and Webber and Rice
must have chosen each actor at
least as much for his or her ability
to sound like the album character
as for acting ability. It was a wise
move; so many people are so
familiar with the album - I saw
several people in the audience
singing along for the whole two
hours- that they would have
been disappointed if it sounded
much different fro111 what they
were used to.
Judas carried most of the
dramatic load, and made it more
clear than I had realized in three
or four close listenings to the
album that Webber and Rice
intended him to be a tragic hero
rather than a soulless,
unredeemable villain. Two
especially great moments were
when he was making his betrayal
for silver before the priests, and
when he clasped Christ in an
embrace just before leaving the
supper to meet the priests and
lead them to Christ. Christ was
very good, especially in the
lashing and crucifixion scenes, but
couldn't rise above (excuse the

pun) the brilliance of Juda!l.
part of the audienct> was not that
There weren't many comic familiar with it - much of the
moments in the show, but two of impact was lost. The electric
them were so outstanding they guitar also covered the strings,
will probably be best remembered which are an important part of
by many people. One was .the the music. All the music, elec;ric
final time the apostles sang thei~ and acoustic, was excellent and a
Last Supper song; a delight on the generally faithful reproduction of
album, it was fully played out on the album, but the conductor
stage as the bread • and · much • should have achieved a better
wined followers sank deeper into balance among the instruments
a nodding, humorous appraisal of and with the voices. "I Don't
their role in history. If you Know How To Love Him" and
weren't close enough to see the "Pilate's Dream" were two
expressions you really missed numbers where this was achieved,
something. The other was and it made you wish it all could
"Herod's Song," done by an have been like that.
apostle in the chorus who hadn't
The lack of any set was
made any solo appearance up to disturbing at first, but I suppose
that point; he wound up stealing the logistics of touring made the
the show. "Herod's Song" is my set·up they used much more
favorite on the album and I was practical, and most of the actors
looking forward to it th«J whole made such maximum use of what
time, hoping justice would be opportunities there were for
done to it. No one could have drama that it really didn't matter.
asked· for more. Herod grinned I also wondered at first why no
devilishly, pranced and danc«Jd one but the three principle
and shuffled all over the tiny characters wore costumes of any
stage, even stuck out his tongue sort, but it became evident that
and wiggled his fingers in his ears t h i s w o u 1 d h ave b e e n
at the silent Christ, and for his inappropriate because of the role
three or four minute appearance switching- an actor who was an
earned almost as much applause at apostle one moment was a priest
the end as Judas.
or a Roman soldier the next.
Guita~: Too Loud
I knew the words and 1 had a
A major criticism is the way so good seat, so I was quite pleased
many of the lyrics were drowned with Saturday's "Jesus Christ,
out by the electric instruments, Superstar." But I don't think
mainly the guitar. At a rock there were many among those
concert you expect most of the 10,000 or so who didn't feel they
lyrics to be barely audible, and it got their money's worth.
usually doesn't matter because "Superstar" has all the ingredients
most of the people there know necessary to be outrageously
most of the words by heart successful, and if the Broadway
anyway. But the words are cast is as good as the one we saw
ex tre mel y import ant in it should run for a long, long time.
"Superstar," and unless you had If I'm ever in New York again, I
_;nemorized the whole double think I'll look JC up.
album - and I'm certain a great_
Charles Andrews
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famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Putch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others ...)
lunch 11 :so-2:30 dinner 5:30·9:30

413 Romero St.·N.W.
of Old Town Plaza
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Arizona Nips Houston 18-17 on Field Goal
points and held off a second half rally to
Washington State led the game until
Utah St. 34~New Mexico State 0
beat
Utah 36•.29.
3:23 in the final period when Arizona
Behind an o-verwhelming offense, and a
Moore, was named outstanding offensive
quelled their hopes with two last minute defensive backfield that intercepted five
player of the game .after be set up four of
scores.
passes Utah State shut out the NMSU
Oregon's touchdowns by carrying the ball
'l'he first came when Wildcats' Aggies 34·0. This is the first time NMSU
249 yards in 27 carries.
for
quarterback Bill. Demory hit· Barry Dean has been shut out since 1964.
with a nine-yard toss to put .Ari:~:ona ahead
The game wasn't as one sided as it
BYU 54-CSU 14
32·28. A few minutes later Demory iced appeared however as the Aggie!\ drove deep
.
A
58-yard
punt return by Golden
the cake with a 48·yard bomb to his into t{tah territory three times the first
Richards
ignit(ld
BYU, and the Cougars
flanker
McKee.
Overall
Demory
l!onnected
Arizona 18-Hou&ton 17
half only to be stopped short.
to
a
54-14
WAC victory civer
coasted
for
159
yards
aerially
including
three
Don Ekstrand kicked a 46·yard field
The first time they had the ball they
Colorado
State.
touchdowns.
goal in ·the last 19 seconds of play to give
marched ail the way to the seven only to
Richards' run came late in the first
The victo~y was Arizona's first away ·have
Arizona State a narrow 18·17 victo~y over success
the ball intercepted in the end zone.
in three years as they sent WSU to
quarter and it woke up a previously
the University of Houston.
The Aggies guL the bali back but were
,Juggish BYU squad. It was his third
Ekstrand's kick, which was the longest their record 11th straight defeat.
~tymied again when USY safety Wendell
touchdown punt return of the season tying
of his career, stretched the Sun Devil's
Brooks picked off another of NMSU's
an
NCAA record.
winning streak to 18 straight and
sophomore quarterback JQe Pisarik aerials
CSU was plagued all night by
reconfirmed their 16th place national
deep in Utah territory. Pisarik brought the
Colorado 56-Wyoming 13
interceptions, penalties and fumbles, and
rating. Houston was ranked 20th
couldn't score until the third quarter after
Aggies
back
twice
more
in
the
first
half
but
Eighth
ranked
Colorado
used
their
nationally.
Houston had led the entire game, scoring unique quarterback option with they were intercepted again and ran out of BYU had rolled up a 33·0 lead.
early in the second period on a five yard devastating effectiveness as they time on the last drive on the Utah 12·yard
UTEP 21-Pacific 3
run by Robert Newhouse. ASU came right annihilated the University of Wyoming line.
Utah
meanwhile
had
scored
two
56·13.
The
UTEP
Miner's quick defense
back however with a three-yard TD run by
Colorado's quarterback Joe Duenas led touchdowns and a field goal. Their initial garnered seven passes to lead the squad to a
fullback Brent McLanahan.
the offensive assulat with scampers of 14, tally came on a 17-yard run by quarterback 21-3 victory over Pacific.
The Cougars pulled ahead in the third
Although they were outshined by the
17·7 when quarterback Gary Mullins hit 13 and 34 yards and also utilized his arm Tony Ad<1ms and a 30-yard field goal by
with a 7 4·yard pass to split end Cliff Pat McTeer.
defense the Miner offense put together a
Riley Odoms for a 23·yard pass.
In the second half Ut11h St<1te gathered a trio of long touchdown drives.
Branch.
·
Houston fumbled in it's own territory in
full·
head of steam behind a 79·yard scoring
Wyoming
managed
to
score
only
once
in
Pacific tallied its only points early in the
the final period setting up ASU for a
the first half after Jim Hinton broke loose drive engineered by quarterback Adams.
first quarter on a 25-yard field goal by Jim
seven-yard touchdown run by McClanahan.
Through the remainder of the game Holmquist.
on a kickoff and returned it 84 yards to
.
A few minutes later they had the ball back
NMSU
could
penetrate
only
as
far
as
the
the
Colorado
13.
They
scored
two
plays
didn't
score
until
there
were only
UTEP
again and despite a crippling penalty made
later as tailback Frosty Franklin ran 1S Utah 26 yard line while USU switched 36 seconds left in the first half when
the field goal for the margin of victory.
quarterbacks and rallied for two reserve quarterback Tom Keithley hit end
yards on a draw.
Their only other score came in the 3rd touchdowns and a 33-yard field goal.
'l'om Altemus with a 14·yard pass.
Arizona 39-Washington State 28.
quarter when quarterback Gary Fox thtew
Keithley added a pair of touchdowns in
Oregon 36-Utah 29
simultaneous strikes to Ken Hustad for 16
the second half, hulling over from three
Arizona used three fourth - quarter
yards and Scott Freeman for 31 before
Behind the sparkling running of Bobby yards out and later sneaking in from the
touchdowns to s!ip past Washington State
Steve Brown plunged in from the opf'.
Moore, Orel(on scored 20 fir~~t period two.
39·28.

UNM wasn't the only WAC team to
win on a last minute field goal as Arizona
State used a three-pointer in the last 19
seconds of play to beat Houston 18·17
Satu~:day night.
Following is a roundup of games played
by WAC teams and hapless New Meldco
State:

Lobos Upset Texas Tech 13-10
Joe Hartshorne, a senior
soccer-style kicker from Los
Alamos, broke a 10·10 tie with a
last • minute 23·yard field goal to
give the UNM football team a
13·10 win over Southwest
Conference power Texas Tech in
Lubbock Saturday night.
The win gave the Lobos only
their second win in 16 tries
against the Red Raiders, and a

Ben'i
HAIR DESIGNS FOR MEN
cut in the
natural

full look
255-4371
closest •hop h> the men's dorms

2914 CENTRAL AVE. SE
Acrou Forrn Triongle

good start in quest of the 1971
WAC football title. The Joss set
the Techsans back to 0-2 for the
young season after a 15·9 setback
at the hands of Tulane a week
before.
Hartshorne's kick came with
nine seconds remaining in the
fourth quarter, and was his second
field goal of the night. He made
the first score of the Lobo season
with a 25·yarder late in the first
period. The field goal was the
only score in the hard-fought first
half.
No First Down
An elated Rudy Feldman, head
coach of the Lobos, had praise for
the Lobo defensive unit for their
efforts in the first half, "Our
defense played great in the first
half," Feldman said. The defense
staved off a Tech drive into Lobo
territory in the first half, which
was the only time Tech
penetrated into UNM country
undertheirownpowertheentire
first half.
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yards rushing in the first half, boots. Boone punted 11 times
with 107 of those coming in the while Raider Johnny Odom used
first quarter. They failed to score 8 kicks to set a 37 ·yard average
even a first down in the second for the game.
Both teams made some
quarter.
Weather conditions in Lubbock . adjustments during halftime, with
were not ideal, to say the least. as Feldman making some changes in
both teams fought a still wind and the offensive attack.
NE'W Mexico took t.h~ opl'ning
a cold rain during the contest.
Feldman said the footing towards kickoff 75 yards where transfer
the center of the playing field was Tony Letuligasenoa dove over
a little better than on the outside. from the one to give the Lobos
After holding Tech in their first their only touchdown of the
drive of the game, The Lobos night. Texas Tech's defense
moved the ball to the Tech 11 stiffened inside their own 10, and
before stopping the drive with once it appeared that New Mexico
some mistakes, and Hartshorne quarterback Rocky Long made it
was sent in to attempt a 41-yald over, only to see the ball placed
kick. The kick was far enough but two inches from the goal, setting
went wide. Feldman commented up Letuligasenoa's plunge.
after the game that "we couldn't
Tie Game
knock it over from about the 20,
In the third quarter, Dan
which we have to work on."
Grimes put Tech on the
Second Try Good
scoreboard for the first time in
After stopping Tech's next the game with a 28-yard field
drive, the Lobos pushed to the goal. James Mosley, sophomore
Red Raider 15, where replacement of fullback Doug
Hartshorne's second try at scoring McCutcheon, helped set up the
was good with 3:08 remaining in score with a 22-yard run to the
the first period. Fred Henry's Lobo 27. A personal foul called
48-yard run was the big play in on defensive tackle George Oakes,
who was escorted from the game,
that drive.
With defensive play at its best len the Techsans on the 16, but
during the first half, New Mexico unable to push it over to paydirt.
The fourth quarter hosted a
sophomore Bruce Boone got some
valuable experience as the new determined Texas Tech drive that
Lobo punter. Boone used a eventually tied the game to set the
71-yard punt in the fourth quarter stage for Hartshorne's
to boost his average to 34.5 yards game-winning kick. Mosley came
after a couple of short first half up with an outstanding run of 58
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yards to set up the tourchdown.
Mosley averaged over 11 yards a
carry, gaining 114 yards in ten
carries. Two plays after his biggest
run, Raider Johnny Kleinert took
a pitch from quarterback Charlie
Napper over from the 12. Grime's
extra point attempted was good,
and T~czh had tied the ncoro,
10-10.
Texas Tech threatened once
again before the final score of the
game, but senior defensive tackle
Rob Wirtter recovered a Napper
fumble at the Lobo 16 to stop the
drive. Winter's recovery was one
of three Raider fumbles recovered
by New Mexico, the other two by
defensive secondary · men Donald
Dungan and Bob Gaines.
Defense
One of Odom's off· balance
punts was the firing pin for the
Lobo's final drive. His into - the wind boot rolled dead at the Tech
44 with 2:25 remaining in the
game. Nate McCall, recovered
from an ankle sprain in the
pre·sellSon, forced his way inside
to the 40, and Long kept for five
yards, giving the Lobos an
important third down and one
yard situation.
Henry settled the question with
a four yard run around the right
side, and took a pitehout from
Long for two more yards on tbe
next play. McCall then took a
pitch from Long around right end
to the 17 on third down with nine
seconds remaining.
It was then that Hartshorne
came in to sew the game up.
During the preseason, Lobo
coaches were worried about
inexperience in the defense
secondary, as Steve Ernst and Dan
Spriggs gained their first
experience as varsity competitors.
Spriggs t:ame through during what
would have been Tech's winning
touchdown by running Kleinert
out of bounds after his 29-yard
jaunt into UNM territory late in
the game. Winter's fumble
recovery three plays later stopped
that Raider drive. Otherwise, the
secondary did a good job of
holding Napper and his speedy
receivers, Odom and Johnny
Samford. Napper was 3·12 and
had one of his passes intercepted
by middle linebacker Houston
Ross just before the end of the
first half.
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U SoccerTeamSu//ersDecline
'It's a Mess Trying to Get Money'
Soccer has long been acclaimed
as one of the most popular sports
or this age, but at UNM the
game has witnessed a decline since
its inception as a chartered club in
1960.
Steve Rospopo, current
president of the UNM Soccer
Club, has stated the most
important secondary objective or
the club simply: "trying to make
soccer into what it was years
ago." Of course Rospopo said the
main objective of the club (which
he contends is really a league) is
to play soccer.
But Rospopo, a junior majoring
in biology - chemistry, is
concerned about the rebuilding of
the program. "In the past, we had
about 12 teams and trips to play
against other schools were
subsidized by the student
government." Today, Rospopo
presides over seven teams (some
of which need extra players}, and
mentions money as the greatest
need of the team. "That's a big
factor," Rospopo said. "It's a
mess, trying to get money around
here,"
Players in the UNM Soccer
Club come from a variety of areas,
and Rospopo encourages anyone
to come out and play. The season
began yesterday and will continue
its Sunday afternoon get·
togethets through October. "Most
teants ate primarily students,
although on most teams there are
some city people," Rospopo said.
Students, faculty and staff of
STOKE • ON • TRENT,
England (UPI) - Storeovmer Ms.
Lillian Parkes, 59, was shocked
when a hearse arrived at her home
bringing a coffin - for her. A
hoaxer had telephoned a funeral
home saying she was dead.

TJNM ere all eHgib!e tc p!ay in the
league.
Other members of the
executive branch of the league
include Kon'l Mamadou, who is
from Africa, vice president; and
Frank Mare!, secretary - treasurer.
Rospopo said the league is
entered in a tournament in Santa
Fe in October, and hopes to
sponsor a tournament in the
spring at UNM. The UNM teams
have played most of the other

sc!:cer to:nr.s in thi:; region in the
past. Rospopo said his club is
perhaps the best in the area, and
could beat most of the varsities in
this region. He encouraged anyone
who is interested in the noontime
Sunday games to call him at
299·4601 in the evenings.

West Texans
Lobo place kicker Joe
Hartshorne recieved the game ball
for his last second winning kick
against Texas Tech Saturday
night.
Commenting on the field goal
after the game Hartshorne said:
"That wasn't my greatest thrill.
Playing in my iast game as a
sophomore was. But I . enjoyed
kickirtg that one more than any
other because I don't like West
Texans."

FUN

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
Every Tue.

5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at Uniyersity

FUN

FUN

Flag Football
Results
The following are the results of
the intramural flag football games
played last week;
AKL6
l'KA 34
Figl2
SAE21
Sigma Chi 18
Delta Slgn\a 2

(forfeit)

Sept.l3

ATOO

Alvaradoo
(forfeit)

Onate 0

Kappa Alpha 0
Phi Delta Theta 0
DeVJUgas·Laguna 0

Sept. 14
Independent lV 20
"F" Troop 13
Independent lll3
Coca Coa 6 (sic)
NROTC 25
Law School 0
Rebels 25
Zla·Hokona 0
I Phelta Thi 28
Hokona•GriUlada 0
Rec Room 12
NESEP 7
CBS 13
ATO B-Team 0
Sept,15
Onate Hall 22
Alvarado 0
Phi Delta Theta 6
Kappa AlphA 0
Lambda Chi Alpha 13 ATO Red 0
SAE 21
DeVarga&-Laguna 6
Sigma Chi 12
Delta Sigma. Phi 6
Figf6
AKLO
Sept,l6
Independents 18
:NESEP I)
Law School12
Coca Coa 6 (sic)
I Pltelta Thla 13
ATO B·Teatn 6
Rec Room 2
Zla-Hokonn 0
(forfeit)
Hokona·Grauada 19
NROTC 14
C.BS 9
lndependent ()
Rebels 2 .
"F" Troop 0
(forfc>lt)

Warning: The Surgeon General Has. Determined ·rhat
Cigarette Smoking is Dangerous to Your Health.
~

By Act of Congress, the
above warning must be placed on all
cigarettes manufactured for sale
in the United States on or after
November1, 1970.

I

Package Liquor

SCHLITZ
3.84 case

.96 6-pk
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELf=ARE

TEQUILA

Public Health Service

4.39 qt.
905 Yale. SE

This space contributed as a publfo service.
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2 Marines Die During Training

CAMPUS BRIEF§
Lobo Goof
ln Thursday's Senate story, The
Lobo reported Albuquerque High
School student Jm:ry Johnson
testified to Senate that "Drugs
have been encountered" at the
Drop-in Center there. Johnson
was never at the Senate meeting.
The reference to drugs was made
by Senator Janice Arnold, ~lsing
Johnson as a source of
information. The Lobo regrets the
error.

Pneumonia, Brain Injury Claim Recruits

Judo
The Judo Club will hold its first
meeting Sept. 20 at 7 p.m. in the
Johnson Gym wrestling room.
The club is co-educational, has no
fees and encourages beginners.
Call Andrew Ytannakis at
277·4808 for information,

French for Children

Basic French is offered to
children in grades one through
nine by French majors and
Clarinet
The first chair clarinetist of the graduate students fl;pm the UNM
National Symphony Orchestra, department of modern and
Loren Kitt, his wife Cynthia and classical languages.
Registration will be held Sept.
George Robert will present a
18
at 10:30 a.m. in Mitchell Hall,
recital at Keller Hall at 8 :15 p.m.
Sept. 23. The concert is sponsored room 101. Instntction is $9 a
by the department of music, with sem~ster, $5 for each additional
tickets sold at $1 for the public child in the family. The 45-minute
class periods will begin Sept. 25,
. and 50 cents for children.
with individual class assignments
according to age group and level
Jewelry Class
Jewelry classes for beginners of instruction, Furthel'
will start Sept. 20 at 7 p.m. in the information may be obtained
Crafts Area of the Union. No fees. fl'om Sue-Ellen Konopak at
277-2446 or 268-2137 or Pam
Tete-Message
Goedde!, 299-2140,
The tete-message, initiated by
Vigilantes
the Student Activities Office is
There will be an important
now in service. Students wishing
to find out about events Vigilantes meeting Tuesday, Sept.
happening at UNM can dial 21 at 4 p.m. in Room 231-B of
the Union.
271·5243.

ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 7c J)er word, 20 word mini~
mum ($1,4.0) per time run. Il ar,l is to
run five or more conseeutlve days witb
~o changes tlle rate Is reduced to 6c
per word and the minimum number ot
words to 10,
TERMS: PaYJUent must be made

1)

II~

PERSONALS

HUNG UP ON DRUGS1 Wantin~ to fimt
more meaning in life? Come to our
cotree and talk se!lsions-Fnd out how
Jegus Christ changes lives-every Wed·
nesday, 10:30 a.m. 107-C Cornell SE.
9/24
BLANK DATE UOOK'l Meet thllt inter·
estlng aomcone through Arrangements
Ufllimit.<_-tl. lOi Girurd SE or call :!658379. !1/29
FELLOWSHlP AROUND JESUS CHRIST
8·12 p,m. everY Friday and Saturday
nl!lht-simdng and shnrlng from 9-10
P.M. 107-C Cornell SE. 9/22

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST. LAniES~P-I~.A:-:T~l,_.NU=M-:--':':W':':R-:::l:::-ST:::-.
WATCH. Round lncc m~h matching
bnnd, Reward 298·!lll97, 9/21
FOUND: FRIENDLY 3-4 l\IO-N-TH--0-L,..D
KITTEN1 nenr Dlolo~ry Bulldln~!· She is
gray wltn dark stripes, white b(lots nnd
no01e, obviously used to gentle l'llrc: call
Mark Talley, 277-2934 or 34ti·14G7.

3)

SEnVICES

TUTORIN._G___I_n_n_ll_n_u,_.bJ-.ce-ts_o_n_nl~l~
Experlcnce(t, certified or college teachers
will tutor you In your home nt convenient
hours. CBRTIFIED TUTORING SEn..
VICE. 29fl-8100, 0/20
'fYPING. Tum Pnpcm, etc. 80e Per typed
vaue. Phon 268·4434, !l/23
i>:Ho·ioon/\I>uY: (:i>uns-E7-=x~nte'""'.n-B.,..Ivl! tndtviduauzed instruction in tundnmentals,
or tailored to :.•our prt'Scnt lll'll!l of
nchlevement, by serlou.1 pro£csslonal.
Heavy J!tnctlcc in exct!llcnt darltroom.
Lectures, discusslonn, urguments, field
ttipa, crltlquC!l. Limited to eight very
scrloug persono, Very near UNM. Call
2Gti•2444. 9/24
FlNE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY - Wedding. You or
Whatever. 242-7GG8. 9/22
"':c."-"-......:.._- ·.---__:_-,-::;:_-.;;_.:..•_::_
-"--."·-::::_:_:::___~.:-----.::__.,'-=o'"-'<~~~-=~~-

4} FORRENT

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
205, afternoons preferably or mail.
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. BoJC: 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
full prior to ins~:rtion of advertisement

5) FORSALE
PUPPIE5-GERrdAN SHEPARD & COLLIE MIX. 898·3361 after G. 9/21
GERMAN SHEPARD puppie~, Registered.
296·8086.
l9GG VW UUS. Good motor, tires, 268~
1862. Arter li JJm. !l/21
l<'IVl'~
NEW STEREO COMPONENT
SETS. These units have AM-FM stcreQ
receivers w/8 track player. Also come
complete w/scparate deluxe Garrard
chtmuer & iour sPeaker system. $101l.95
cash or terms. United Freight Snle~. 3020
San Mntoo NE. Open. 9 till 9, t!n,

6>

EMPLOYMENT

COLLEGE STUDENT: Prepare now for
the buslne:ls world. Choose your own
hours. Sell estnbllahed products to home
nnd induotry. Call 266-2200. 0/20
WANTED: Mnle to worlt with inner-city
ehfldren. Uourn 3·G ]>.m. wcckdnys. Edu..
cntlon recreation majors prcCerrcd. Call
YMCA 248·6631. from 3-G p.m. and ask
for Pete. !J/26
ARE YOU WILLING to work bard for
long hours and little pny? Call Ted at
2a!J·G5tiG, 'the Free Community Paper
-The Tribal Messenger. 9/22
PHONE SOLIC1TOi::-:lS~W:::-A::-::N:::T=E::-::D:--it-ood-:
pay-Jon~ hair OK. Youth Center, 1701
Walttt SE, 9/22
AD SALESMAN NEEDED for monthly
newspaper. Call 282-GllG anytime and
lcn:vo message. 1)/20
PART TlME. Freghman and Sophomores,
Business is good, need more hehl. Applv
in person at Der Wicnerschnit:lel, 4201
<A!ntral NE. !J/21
7)

MISCELLANEOUS

DUMP NIXON 72. Large colorful deeal
$1.00, box 97, College Park, Md. 20740.
!l/22
Glltt.s-LET US BUY YOU!\ CONTEM·
PORARY FASHION CLOTHES tlult
just hllllg in yaur do:;cl. l!'UNBRELLA,
1003 San Mateo SE. 266-4920.

PARRIS ISLAND, S.C. (UPI)-Two Marine recruits died within
12 hours of each other after
apparently unrelated training
exercises at the depot, Matine
officials announced Sunday.
A Marine spokesman said a
brain stem contusion apparently
suffered in a fall claimed the life
of Pvt. Frankie C. Vickers, 19, of
Greenville, Fla., Saturday.
The other recruit, Pvt. Warren
H. John, 23, of Baltimore, Md.,
died of probable viral pneumonia
early Sunday. He had dropped out
of a two and a half mile run
Friday.
'Light Training'
The spokesman said Vickers
apparently had fallen during
''light physical training" at about

Heroin Fails Customs Inspection

$40 Mil. Jaguar 'Lining' Seized
WASHINGTON (UPI) -· The the United States and in several
HThis is obviously the work of
Justice Department announced European nations.
top professionals because by.
Sunday that federal agents in New
The largest heroin seizure in outside examination you could
York City had seized $40 million New Yark totalled 246 pounds in not tell that the car had been
worth of heroin hidden in an April, 1968, the Justice dismantled to secret the heroin/'
imported car, and had arrested Department said.
Ingersoll said,
five persons.
Arrested at the hotel were Jean
The techniques used in
Director John E. Engersoll of Pierre Andre Huguen, 36, concealing
the heroin, said
the Bureau of Narcotics and Marseille, France; George Warren- Ambrose,
resembled
methods
Dangeroul! Drugs and Customs Perez, 48, 608 82nd St., North used jn other heroin ~ laden
cars
Commissioner Myles J. Ambrose Bergen, N.J.; and Luis Gomez recently
seized
by
U.S.
agents
in
said the 200 pounds of heroin was Ortega, alias El Pavo, 37, of the cooperation with European
the second largest amount ever same New Jersey address.
governments.
seized in New York.
Arrested at the hotels were
The heroin, they said, was Etienne Charles Gunther, 33, and
found in traps in the doors, floor his wife Raymonde Lejeune
and walls of a 1971 Jaguar which Gunther, 33, both from Paris.
was unloaded from the Queen
All five were charged with
Elizabeth II in New York Sept. 15 conspiracy to smugelf' """!'")t!f!!!
and which had been kept under into the United States and with
TEXAS TECH
surveillance by federal agents.
possession of narcotics with intent NEW MEXICO
11
first downs :rushing
8
Narcotics bureau and customs to distribute.
1
first downs passing
3
agents arrested three of the
Arraigned Today
a
first. downs by penalty
2
suspects about 2 a.m. EDT
total first downs
13
They were scheduled to be 15
yards rushing
266
Sunday as they were leaving a arraigned Monday before a U.S. 301
15
yards lost rushing
27
garage at Madison Square Garden, Magistrate in the southern district 66·286
net yards ,rushing
46·239
the Justice Department said. The of New York.
3·9·0
passing
3·12•1
yards passing
28
other two were arrested later at
Tlie Justice Department said 9
total yards
267
separate hotels.
the federal agents found some 180 5295
return yardage
6
French Horse
one·half kilogram glassine bags or 11·34.5 punts-average
8·37.0
fumbles-lost
3·5
Ingersoll said it was learned high-grade heroin hidden in the o-3
6-80
penalties·yards
5-31
that the heroin originated in car.
southern France and that three of -=-------------=~=-----------
the suspects were French
nationals. The investigation,
Ingersoll said, was continuing in

RED CROW

-SCENIC TRAILS
STABLES

FINEST FOOD

Cool, Colorful1 Secluded.

5101 Zuni S.E.

SPECIAL

Ride 2 Hours For $3.00
Monday Thru friday
Limited Time Only
last Ride 5:00 p.m.

10% off on food

2.6 mi, S.E. oE Placitas. Just
Inside Cibola National Forest

UNM students

purchases for

Call (1) 867-5352

WANTED: MATURE FEMAL"S raommnte
to share 8 bdrm, apt. near CjUU))U!l. Call
842-9610 after 4!30. U/22
FEMALE ROOM.lldATE WANTED. 243GGGI ext. 231 days, After G, 268-0023.
9/21
FEMALE WANTED TO SHARE Iovett 2bdnn mobile home. W113her, dryer, di!bwasher, alr-eond. $50.00. 344·9495.

I

5) F'ORSALE
1971 1rONDA 00. Brand new. 3GO miles.
.
Fulmer hclm~:ts. 2GG-1678. 2/24
DEAtJTIFUL PURE•BRED SIAMESE
KITTENS $10 ct1cb; 2G6•50G:a~ 243-4825.
!l/2ti
DATSUN 2000: One of 500 ptodueed for
Class C. competition. 277·~598. 9/2ti
70 HONDA '7GOce, Lujt~og'e rack, faring,
9000 mi. 2!JG·71!l4. !1/26
67 VW SEDAN-N'ew Englnc--Bodt rough
CHEAP-Call 87'7·1i281 9/23
70 .KAWASAKt 350-6,000 mlles-$600.00.
Call 2G6·3SSO or 8'17•6281. 9/2a
Ll'!ATtlER DEIILtlOTTOMS AND-:JACK:
J•}TS by Levi's •. Lobo M!!n's Sltop. 2120
C~ntrnl SE. 0/30
JIM wADE J!'OR_E.,...'IG_N....,._C_A...,R_S.,..E_R_V_I_,CE-·•
Porsche-Audl nntl Volkswagen. I~nctoi'Y'
trained mcch. LomM nnd Carlisle. 21l8·
'lti92, 0/20
SHIRTS I Flornls, Solids.- strines, Prints,
Knita. All hi your si~c. Lubo Men's Shop.
2120 Central SE, 243•Gil64.
LONG SL1~EV:E ItNti' SlttRTS in tolitlg
nnrl pntterns. Lobo Men's Shop. :H20
Centtnl SB, U/30
lDGo STUDEBAl{J!iR. Just repafntcd 1 rc•
tll>holstttl'tl, nntl overhn.ulcd. $300. B71ll
CamPUs 243·0227, 0/21
&.,...R~E:7"'•
t1SED MUSICAL IN=s·r:::.R:::"UM~B-=:-:N:-:T:::-S__
CORDS. Brothers Musil!, 1831 Centrnl
NW, 242•3746. 9/2_8
JUS'r RECEIVED a shipment ot 1911
Slngl!r Sewing Machines. The~e machines ht1Ve never been used and nrc
CQiilPPe<l whllt-zaR', make buttonholes,
cte. Wfll be sold tor $40 each, cMh or
terma. United Ftclstht. Sales. 3920 Snn
Mateo NE. Open 9 til 9. tfn

11:50 a.m. Saturday and been
taken to a naval hospital in nearby
Unrelated
Beaufort.
The Marine spokesman said the
John dropped out of the run deaths of Vickers and John were
about 5 p.m. Friday and was ''completely unrelated and
taken to the dispensary and later happened on different days and
admitted to the hospital,
involved different training units."
John· was one of 39 recruits
Vickers had recently arrived at
hospitalized last July 3 with urinal the training depot, located Mar
tract ailments, resulting from the South Carolina coast about 50
deposits of muscle pigment in the miles south of Charleston,and had
blood stt"eam.
not begun his regular training.
The ailments usually come after
"So far as things look it's
an excessive number of upper strictly accidental," the
body exercises, and the recruits spokesman said.
had been doing pushups.
He said no action has been
The recruits, after being taken against any drill instructors,
released from the hospital, had but added that investigation into
undergone a special training the two deaths would be
program before restarting the conducted as a matter of normal
normal training cycle.
procedure.

with l.D.

CLA§§XIFKED

ADVER,.fi§ING

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerqoe1 N. M. 87106

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if some ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be. made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
S. For Sale

2. lost & Foond
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ----TIMES STARTING---

~
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